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Abstract—This paper introduces a novel scheme to progres-
sively estimate interferometric phases from a stack of synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) images. The scheme is shown to yield
comparable performance to full-covariance algorithms for a
realistic decorrelation scenario. The implementation is suited
for continuous processing and updating of phase products,
without compromising long-term phase accuracy. It also limits
the requirements in terms of data transfer between archive and
processing facility, a significant issue for processing large archives
of SAR data.
Index Terms—SAR interferometry
I. INTRODUCTION
The work in [1] was the first to tackle the issue of opti-
mal phase estimation for SAR interferometry. It proposed a
maximum-likelihood algorithm for phase retrieval, assuming
knowledge of the underlying temporal covariance. This pro-
posal and many similar other ([2], [3], [4], [5]) are based on
the covariance matrix of the acquisitions and therefore suffer
from the same limitation: they need access to the entire history
of acquisitions.
We partially tackled this limitation proposing a “sequential
estimation” [6]. In that case there is no need to have access
to the entire past, having a compressed version of the past is
enough. However that algorithm works in batches, for example
ingesting six months or one year of acquisitions at a time.
I would like to propose something that incorporates new
acquisitions as they come, producing a new phase product for
each single-look complex image that becomes available from
a SAR mission. This seems to be very valuable for users and
therefore a reasonable requirement for an operational phase
product.
According to our experience, the various phase triangulation
variants cited above suffer from some noisiness in short-term
interferograms. We have documented this in [5] where the loss
of performance in short-term interferograms was quantified
in 1-4dB on average. This seems acceptable if the goal is
the recovery of long-term deformation, however it is not
completely satisfying. The solution seems obviously to limit
the algorithms to high-coherent short-term interferograms, but
we have also shown [7] that using band-limited covariance
matrices is very dangerous and is typically subject to phase
drifts, as short-term interferograms are often biased.
Even in the absence of biases, restricting oneself to short-
term interferograms might not be a good idea, since the
implicit summation of short-time differences to recover long-
time series implies an error integration: the resulting series
will drift more than necessary if a long-term coherence term
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is present. The integration of short-time differences is really
justified only for a pure auto-regressive coherence model.
My proposal is to design two separate mechanisms to
tackle short-term coherence and long-term stability. For the
short term, a continuously updated synthetic image will be a
reference to estimate the new phases. This running reference
will have reduced noisiness but also represent components
of the scatterer which are relatively short lived (e.g. a few
months) and sustain short-term coherence.
Periodically, or even at each new acquisition, it will be nec-
essary to adjust (calibrate) the phase of the running reference
for long-term stability, to avoid the buildup of phase drifts.
To do this I suggest taking snapshots of the running reference
and either saving them periodically or accumulating them in
a special buffer.
The whole algorithm should have some desirable character-
istics:
• it should provide a precise and accurate phase, at least
comparable to full-covariance approaches
• it should work in a light recursive fashion, allowing
continuous updates of the phase time series
• it should provide a quality measure for the estimated
phases.
II. OPTIMIZING SHORT-TERM COHERENCE
Every time a new acquisition becomes available, it should
be possible to generate an interferogram and an interferometric
phase. The interferogram will be between a running reference
zn and the new acquisition yn. The estimated phase will be:
φn = 6 (zn · yn) (1)
where the product is understood to be averaged in the spatial
domain, for instance over a 2D window. This interferogram
will also give a chance to estimate a coherence as a quality
measure for the phase φn, specific to that acquisition yn and
spatial window. Of course, the core of the problem is defining
the running reference zn.
To minimize the phase variance one should maximize the
coherence: it makes sense that the reference zn is a linear
combination of the most recent acquisitions, which are the
ones with the highest coherence. Explicitly:
zn = w
T [yn−Me−jφn−M , . . . , yn−1e−jφn−1 ]T (2)
= wT yP , (3)
with w being a column vector of weights. Notice that the
linear combination of past acquisition is possible only after a
re-phasing operation. I will assume that w is real.
To maximize the coherence one should choose the weights
w = R−1r, (4)
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2with R = E[yP yTP ] being the variance-covariance of the
previous acquisitions, and r = E[yP yn] the covariance be-
tween the previous re-phased acquisitions and the incoming
one yn (but ignoring its interferometric phase, which will
be estimated by Eq. 1). In this case zn is the best linear
prediction of yn using only the last M acquisitions, assuming
the interferometric phases are known. The appendix shows a
derivation of Eq. 4 from a coherence-maximization goal.
If we omit the R−1 equalization, the weights will effectively
describe something like an adaptive filter. Moreover, if the
correlation r is well approximated by an exponential (within
the M samples), it is possible to update recursively the
reference zn in the following way:
zn+1 = αzn + yn e
−jφn , (5)
after having chosen an adequate value for α in the interval
(0, 1). This recursive scheme has very minimal storage re-
quirements for a running reference: it would require storing a
single (virtual) acquisition and could be updated each time.
III. LONG-TERM STABILITY
Updating the running reference zn is necessary if we
want to keep a good short-term coherence. As time passes,
the reference would otherwise become obsolete and yield
low-coherence interferograms. At the same time, the update
process entails the risk of a phase drift. As mentioned before,
the drift can result both from stochastic and from systematic
effects. To counter the drifts I suggest calibrating periodically
the running reference with past versions of itself to guarantee
long-term phase stability.
For example one could generate a calibration phase by
interfering the current reference with a stable reference sn
and adjust the phase of the running reference:
ϕ = 6 (sn · zn) (6)
zn ← zn e−jϕ. (7)
The stable reference sn could be fixed, for example the first
image in the stack (sn = y1), or it could be a snapshot of
the running reference taken after some warm-up time (e.g.
sn = z10), or an accumulation of running references:
sn+1 = sn + zn. (8)
In any case, after some time, the stable reference should mostly
contain components which are coherent in the long run.
A fully recursive algorithms is shown in Alg. 1. In the
pseudo-code, N is the total number of acquisitions.
IV. EXPERIMENTS WITH SIMULATED DATA
To compare the performance of the proposed progressive
scheme and to a full-covariance method (EMI) we will
simulate data according to the following complex temporal
coherence model:
γ(∆t) = 0.18 e−|∆t|/11ej0.03∆t
+ 0.25 e−|∆t|/50ej0.002∆t + 0.13
+ 0.44 δ(∆t). (9)
1: // initialization
2: z ← y1
3: s← α y1
4: φ1 = 0
5: // main loop
6: for n = 2 to N do
7: φn = 6 (z · yn) // phase estimation
8: z ← βz + yn e−jφn // running reference update
9: ϕ← 6 (s · z)
10: z ← z e−jϕ // running reference adjustment
11: s← s+ z // stable reference accumulation
12: end for
Algorithm 1: Recursive interferometric phase estimation
(RIPE)
The Kronecker δ is there to guarantee that for zero temporal
separation the coherence is 1. The model is stationary and
depends only on the time difference ∆t between any two
acquisitions.
This coherence model and its parameters are described in
[7] and are referred to a particular C-band Sentinel-1 dataset.
A peculiarity is represented by the phase terms, introduced
to explain phase biases present in short-term interferograms.
These phase terms are associated with transient scatterers
which are decorrelating exponentially. The stable scatterer
component, accounting here for 13% of the total power, is
associated with the desired deformation signal.
Fig. 1. The bias of various phase estimators, assuming the coherence model
in Eq. 9. The phase drift correction (calibration) is clearly necessary.
Figure 1 compares the bias of the various algorithms. The
bias of EMI is really negligible. The performance of the
“progressive estimation” is illustrated with two variants, one
without any correction of the running reference, the other with
a phase drift correction as described by Eq. 6-8. Both variants
are based on a recursive algorithm (Eq. 5). The variant using
a drift control saturates at a bias of about 1 mm, the other
shows a drift of about 4 mm/yr.
The drift control mechanism is clearly necessary; unfortu-
nately it is not effective in the first 100 days or so. This is not
3really an issue, and can be probably be fixed retrospectively.
It is likely unavoidable given the “causal” nature of the
algorithm, which has no access to future data, unlike EMI
or other full-covariance algorithms.
Fig. 2. The standard deviation of various phase estimators, assuming the
coherence model in Eq. 9. The drift correction (phase calibration of the
running reference) helps limiting the standard deviation in the long term.
Figure 2 reports the standard deviation of φn−φ1 (the bias
is removed in the complex domain to avoid problems with
the circularity of the phase). The discussion on the standard
deviation is broadly similar to what could be said for the
bias. Without any drift control, the standard deviation increases
with time, similar to a random walk. The recursive algorithm
with drift control is almost equivalent to EMI. Actually,
the short-term variance is smaller for the two progressive
schemes than for EMI. This must be related to the imperfect
knowledge of the temporal covariance matrix and the necessity
of regularization of full-covariance algorithms.
V. DISCUSSION
This work shows that a recursive scheme, or more generally
a progressive scheme, can reach a performance similar to a
full-covariance algorithm like EMI under a realistic coherence
scenario. It is therefore possible to produce continuously high-
quality phases without having access to the full dataset at the
same time, for example when processing during a multi-year
mission.
The proposed scheme is explicit in its dealing with different
scattering components, whereas full-covariance schemes hide
their working behind a global numerical optimization step. The
phase estimation is a result of a single interferogram formation
(Eq. 1) and a calibration procedure (also an interferogram,
Eq. 6). Both steps can be independently designed and con-
trolled, and offer some inspection opportunities, for example
by examining the interferogram coherence.
Until now I have discussed the choice of the weights for
the running reference only in relation to the prediction of
the incoming acquisition. In reality the weights have also an
influence on the coherence of the calibration interferogram in
Eq. 6. A running reference that is too skewed towards the
short-term coherence will produce a noisy calibration phase
for the long term component. One could actually argue that
the optimal weights are those that predict simultaneously the
incoming acquisition yn and the stable reference sn from yP .
Assuming adequate power normalization for both ynand zn,
the optimum weights are given by
w = R−1{E[yP yn] + E[yP sn]}. (10)
Again, we have to assume a zero-interferometric phase for yn
to write this equation: the actual phase will be estimated later.
In practice, in the recursive algorithm presented above
(Alg. 1), the weights are bound to belong to the exponential
family. It is possible to adopt different filter designs for
the generation of the running reference (for example, auto-
regressive filters of higher order, or ARMA filters) to better
approximate the optimal weights. One must also say that
the optimal weights will suffer from the usual limitation of
imperfect coherence knowledge [8].
The proposed algorithm filters or estimates only one long-
term coherent component (sn). If necessary, it should be
possible to filter and keep track of more components to
calibrate the running reference. This could be meaningful, e.g.,
if there is no long-term coherence but a fading coherence with
characteristic time of one year. The algorithm may have to be
adapted to the actual coherence behavior, which counts as a
disadvantage with respect to algorithms based on the temporal
coherence matrix.
VI. ONE EXPERIMENT WITH REAL DATA
This experiment was conducted with the same Sentinel-1
dataset as in [7], a scene taken over Sicily (Italy) from the
ascending track with relative orbit number 44. The acquisition
period goes from late 2014 until summer 2018. I tested the
two variants of the recursive scheme, with and without phase
drift corrections. In this case there is no perfect reference to
compare with, different from the simulation study. In [7] we
have shown that, for this dataset at least, EMI is very close to
the phase of Permanent Scatterers; therefore I am taking the
EMI result as a reference, assuming its bias is negligible.
The results in Fig. 3 show that without phase calibration the
phase estimation will drift 2-3 mm/yr, with phase calibration
the bias is limited between 1-2 mm, oscillating under the
influence of some seasonal factor (likely vegetation growth).
It is not possible to say whether EMI or the progressive
estimation is more affected by the seasonal oscillation, as we
observe a difference.
Figure 4 displays the estimated phases for a particular
acquisition pair spanning about three years (1032 days), from
2015-12-02 to 2018-09-29. EMI and the recursive estimation
are very similar, also in terms of bias compared to the direct
interferogram, taken as a bias reference. Without the drift
control mechanism, the phase drift is evident to the eye. It
is possible also to notice the difference in noisiness in the
various estimates.
The short and long-term average coherence magnitudes are
displayed in Fig. 5. They correspond to the interferograms
4Fig. 3. The phase bias of the two recursive estimates with respect to EMI
(taken as a reference). The need for a drift correction (phase calibration of
the running reference) is evident.
between yn and the two references (zn and sn). The long-
term coherence allows discarding targets whose long-term
behaviour is not reliable.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper has introduced a phase estimation scheme for
InSAR stacks with different characteristics compared to many
published algorithms. This scheme does not make use of tem-
poral covariance matrices but builds the phase in a progressive
way. A pure recursive implementation has also been presented,
which is suited to a continuous update of phase products with
minimal buffer requirements. The key point is the adjustment
of the interferometric reference which proves beneficial for
both systematic and random drifts.
The simulations and a small experiment on real data show
the feasibility of this simple approach and its performance
close to full-covariance matrix algorithms.
The idea of distilling multiple reference images, correspond-
ing to different scattering components, could be a starting point
for further developments.
APPENDIX
This appendix shows that Eq. 4 indeed maximizes the
coherence of the interferogram in Eq. 1. We want to maximize
E[zn · yn] = E[wT yP · yn] = wT r, (11)
subject to the constraint
E[|zn|2] = E[wT yP · yTP w] = wTRw = 1. (12)
The constraint guarantees that the variance of zn is 1, so that
the correlation is automatically normalized to a coherence.
The constrained optimization is easily accomplished by
maximizing the Lagrangian
L(w, λ) = wT r− λ(wTRw − 1); (13)
Fig. 4. A single interferogram estimated by different algorithms for one
Sentinel-1 burst. The two images were acquired on 2015-12-02 and 2018-
09-29. The direct interferograms is nosier than the other ones. The recursive
estimation without drift control yields large biases. The recursive algorithm
with drift correction seems to make a good substitute for EMI.
which gives
r− λRw = 0 (14)
w =
1
λ
R−1r. (15)
The normalization with λ is irrelevant for the phase estimation
and we can eventually drop it.
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5Fig. 5. Short-term (above) and long-term (below) average coherence magni-
tudes.
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